
 

PHARMACOLOGY 
 
 “Hey, Spit Happens!”  An Overview of Disease-Induced and Medication-Induced Xerostomia, Dental Considerations and Patient Care Planning 
 
Course Description 
It is estimated that approximately 10% of the general population is affected by xerostomia. 
Well over 500 frequently prescribed medications and over-the counter products may contribute 
to the development of xerostomia and their effects are often compounded when combined, as 
is often the case for medically complex patients. In addition, little attention is often given to the 
contribution that systemic diseases make to the development of xerostomia, and the 
exacerbation of its complications. This program will provide participants with an overview of 
xerostomia, the medications used in its management and the impact of both the disease and 
its treatment on dental therapy.  
 
Learning Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this program, participants will be able to: 

 Describe xerostomia and explain its various etiologies 
 Describe the oral and non-oral complications associated with xerostomia 
 Identify the systemic illnesses and medications that may cause xerostomia 
 Describe the pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic management of xerostomia 
 Explain the impact of xerostomia and its management on dental therapy 
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Faculty 
In addition to his daily practice of the profession of 
pharmacy, Thomas Viola also serves the dental 
professions as a clinical educator, published writer and 
professional speaker. Tom is a member of the faculty of 
eight colleges, as well as several national board exam 
review courses. He is a contributor to several dental 
professional journals, with pharmacology columns 
appearing regularly in General Dentistry, AGD Impact, 
Access Magazine and RDH Magazine. In addition, Tom 
currently serves on the Advisory Board for General 
Dentistry and as the Subject Matter Expert for Mosby’s 
Dental Drug Reference. Tom has presented hundreds of 
continuing education courses, nationally and 
internationally, in the areas of dental pharmacology and 
local anesthesia. 


